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WHERE DO THE POLITICAL PARTIES STAND ON RENEWABLE ENERGY?
This election, vote for the party who is most committed to a future powered by renewable energy.
Let’s make sure that no matter who wins this election, renewable energy wins as well.
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Parties with one or more MPs in the current parliament are included: for details of other parties visit www.solarscorecard.org.au/party-scorecards
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MAKE YOUR VOTE COUNT FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY THIS ELECTION
Solar energy is on the agenda this election year. With over one million solar homes across
the country, Australians are turning to the sun to generate power from clean, safe sources of
energy. And with a natural resource like the sun so abundantly available, why wouldn’t we?!
Community organisation 100% Renewable, has developed this Solar Scorecard so you can see where
your candidates for this Federal election stand on the most important priorities for renewable energy.

OUR SCORECARD CRITERIA – HOW ARE SUNS ALLOCATED
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The politician has signed
our pledge to support
households and businesses
to go solar and to help
continue the growth of
Australia’s solar industry.

The politician or their
party publicly support
the Australian Renewable
Energy Agency (ARENA), a
$3 billion renewable energy
funding body.
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More information at www.solarscorecard.org.au/howscoringworks

The politician or their party
has made a statement in
support of building Australia’s
first big solar thermal power
RENEWABLE
station and they support the
ENERGY TARGET
fund that could finance this
project, the Clean Energy
Finance Corporation (CEFC).

The politician or their
party publicly supports
the existing fixed RET for
20% of our energy in 2020
to come from renewable
sources.

The politician or their
party supports keeping or
strengthening the current
price on carbon, which has
COMMUNITY
seen Australia pollution fall by
ENERGY
7% and a greater proportion
of our energy mix come from
renewable sources.

The politician or their party
has a policy to establish a
new $50 million Community
Renewable Fund to assist
WILDCARD!
communities across Australia
achieve their dream of owning
and operating their own local
renewable energy project.
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EXPANDED
TARGET

The politician or their
party has made a public
statement in support of
an expanded Renewable
Energy Target of at least
50% by 2030.

We’ve seen evidence that
the politician is either doing
great things to support solar
in Australia (or terrible things
to block it!) that are not
included in our scorecard.
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